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Challenges & Hypothesis
• Questions: 

‣ Scalability/Distribution: how to efficiently search over large distributed data 
sources ?

‣ Dynamicity/Heterogeneity: how to cope with legacy/non-relocatable data ? how 
to dynamically combine several independent data sources ?

‣ Knowledge: how to share/search for data and processing tools with high 
expressivity ? better results interpretation ?
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• Hypothesis:

• H1: Domain ontologies

• H2: Data sources are distributed and 
autonomous

• H3: e-Science platforms allow to share 
& produce scientific resources

• Scientific areas

‣ Knowledge engineering: reasoning 
on semantic description of data & 
processing tools

‣ e-Science: computing infra. to process/
share/re-purpose scientific resources

semantic e-Science → reducing "time-to-discovery" 
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Thesis Objectives

Coherent sharing and production of distributed 
knowledge in Life-Science:

‣ Knowledge sharing: coping with semantic data volume, 
distribution, heterogeneity

‣ Knowledge production: extracting meaningful & 
long-term data from large & technical datasets
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Main contributions

1. Knowledge base federation 

• Transparent, efficient, and expressive semantic federated querying 

• Abstract Knowledge Graphs 

‣ [Web Intelligence'12] [IC'12 workshop] [MICCAI'12 workshop]

2. Semantic Workflows 

• Characterization of semantically annotated services (Nature and Role) 

• Semantic experiment summaries

‣ [KEOD'11] [IC'10 workshop] [TMI'13] [CBMS'11]
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E-Science 1 : distributed semantic querying
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Balancing Expressivity & Performance

‣Missing expressivity (subset of SPARQL)

‣Only SELECT queries on Basic Graph Patterns, no PATH expressions, 
no bound subjects for SemWiq, etc.
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E-Science 1 : semantic data handling with KGRAM

• Representing, querying and reasoning on Knowledge Graphs
• Generic engine 

• Expressivity: SPARQL 1.1 compliant
• Versatility: several data models (RDF, XML, SQL) 
• Reasoning: RDFS entailments + Inference rules 
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• Semantic workflow (WF) environments
• METEOR-S ; Taverna/FETA ; BioCatalogue ; BioMOBY
‣ target WF design/sharing

• WF results interpretation through Provenance standards 
(Provenir, OPM → PROV-*)

E-Science 2 : scientific workflows
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Contribution 1

Knowledge Sharing (for e-Science platforms)
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Efficient & expressive sharing of knowledge graphs
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Efficient & expressive sharing of knowledge graphs

• Objectives

‣Transparent federated semantic engine
• Heterogeneity + Dynamicity

‣ Balancing expressivity and performance 
• Distribution + Scalability + Knowledge
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Efficient & expressive sharing of knowledge graphs

• Objectives

‣Transparent federated semantic engine
• Heterogeneity + Dynamicity

‣ Balancing expressivity and performance 
• Distribution + Scalability + Knowledge

• Methods

‣ Abstract Knowledge Graphs

‣ Distributed Query Processing techniques

‣ Static and dynamic optimization
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KGRAM-DQP: distributed query processing
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⊖ Cost of network communication

•  Distributed query processing → performance

‣ Service parallelism / optimizations

KGRAM-DQP: distributed query processing
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KGRAM-DQP: parallel evaluation

86 Chapter 4. Semantic data and query distribution

4.2.4.1 Parallel-wait strategy

Based on the fine-grained parallelism (strategy (ii) of section 4.2.2), the following algo-
rithm 6 illustrates how to distribute the query over a set of federated knowledge bases by
exploiting the parallelism of each remote producer. Results follow the “SPARQL Result”
W3C recommendation5 and are represented as a set of Results, each of them encompass-
ing a set of Mappings between variables and values.

Algorithm 6: Fine-grained parallel distributed query processing, with an explicit
wait condition.

Data: Producers the set of SPARQL endpoints,
EdgeReq the set of edge requests forming the SPARQL query,
scheduler a thread pool allowing parallel execution.

Result: Results the set of SPARQL results.

1 foreach (e 2 EdgeReq) do
2 foreach (p 2 Producers) do in parallel
3 scheduler.submit(p.getEdges(e)) ;

4 wait for scheduler ;
5 foreach (task 2 scheduler.getFinished()) do
6 Results task.getResults() ;

The principle consists in iterating over each edge request forming the initial SPARQL
query (line 1). Then, for each edge request, all federated SPARQL endpoints are queried
concurrently (line 3). The federator then wait for all federated endpoints to finish through
a synchronization barrier (line 4). Results are finally accumulated for the current edge re-
quest (lines 5 and 6) and the next edge request iteration can be processed (line 1). In the
following section, we consider reducing the cost of the synchronized barrier by anticipat-
ing the post-processing of the results through a classical producers-consumer pattern.

4.2.4.2 Parallel-pipeline strategy

The following set of algorithms is a first step towards an asynchronous distributed eval-
uation of the SPARQL query. Since this work is based on the KGRAM abstract machine,
we do not address a complete asynchronous query evaluation that would require an in-
depth redesign of the core evaluation strategy. The main idea consists in enabling the
federator to handle results as soon as they are available. Instead of post-processing the
results when all endpoints have terminated, already known results can be post-processed
sooner. The global evaluation time is expected to be reduced, in particular when end-
points are producing large amounts of intermediate results.

Figure 4.2 illustrates a fictive evaluation for a given edge request (from t0 to t3 or
t4, depending on the strategy) pushed to two federated endpoints, Producer#1 and Pro-

5http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-XMLres/

(a) Synch. barrier

(b) Pipelining
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74 Chapter 4. Semantic data and query distribution

Listing 4.3: Full SPARQL query distributed over remote KGRAM endpoints

PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
PREFIX dbpedia: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
SELECT DISTINCT ?x ?name ?date WHERE {

?x foaf:name ?name .
?x dbpedia:birthDate ?date .
FILTER (CONTAINS (?name, ’Bobby A’))

}

Listing 4.4: Generated SPARQL query encapsulating a single edge request through the naive rewrit-
ing strategy

PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
CONSTRUCT {?x foaf:name ?name} WHERE {

?x foaf:name ?name.
}

results behind federated endpoints, and thus limit both the size of transferred results and
the load of their processing by the federator.

Listing 4.5: Optimized SPARQL query encapsulating a single edge request through the filter rewrit-
ing strategy

PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
CONSTRUCT {?x foaf:name ?name} WHERE {

?x foaf:name ?name.
FILTER (CONTAINS (?name, ’Bobby A’))

}

4.2.3.2 Binding rewriting strategy

The VALUES keyword proposed by the W3C in the SARQL 1.1 federated querying pre-
recommendation allows for the federator to constrain federated endpoints with already
known results. Based on this idea, we propose to systematically and transparently exploit
these intermediate results (i.e. mappings between variables and their associated values).
The benefits are twofolds since (i) the query does not need to be adapted (no need to
incorporate SERVICE or VALUES clauses) to take into account the partial results, (ii) the
federated endpoint will process simpler edge requests, leading to less expensive joins,
from the federator point of view, because of less results to be transferred.

Let us consider that during the evaluation of the same query Q4.3, the federator has
already performed the first edge request ?x foaf:name ?name and gathered a set of inter-
mediate results. Let us then consider one of these results in the form of the following
mappings: { ?x ! http://dbpedia/bobbyauyeung ; ?name ! Bobby Au-Yeung }. We propose to

Static optimization: pushing applicable FILTERs

• Filtering irrelevant results the sooner (lighter network communications) 
➡ add FILTER to each single triple pattern (if applicable)

14

Input SPARQL query
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• Filtering irrelevant results the sooner (lighter network communications) 
➡ add FILTER to each single triple pattern (if applicable)

14

Input SPARQL query Rewritten sub-query
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• Avoid re-evaluation by exploiting intermediate results (communication 
of already known values saved) [Bind joins]
➡ Replacing variables by their known values for each single triple pattern.

Dynamic optimization: pushing values

15

?x = http://dbpedia.org/resource/Bobby_Abel
Intermediate result

Input SPARQL query

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Bobby_Abel
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Bobby_Abel
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The benefits are twofolds since (i) the query does not need to be adapted (no need to
incorporate SERVICE or VALUES clauses) to take into account the partial results, (ii) the
federated endpoint will process simpler edge requests, leading to less expensive joins,
from the federator point of view, because of less results to be transferred.

Let us consider that during the evaluation of the same query Q4.3, the federator has
already performed the first edge request ?x foaf:name ?name and gathered a set of inter-
mediate results. Let us then consider one of these results in the form of the following
mappings: { ?x ! http://dbpedia/bobbyauyeung ; ?name ! Bobby Au-Yeung }. We propose to

• Avoid re-evaluation by exploiting intermediate results (communication 
of already known values saved) [Bind joins]
➡ Replacing variables by their known values for each single triple pattern.

Dynamic optimization: pushing values
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exploit these results to replace the variables by their associated values (already known
through the evaluation of previous edge requests). The following query Q4.6 illustrates
an optimized encapsulated edge request exploiting an intermediate result. It allows for
faster execution by the federated endpoint since only one variable need to be searched
for, and only one triple should be produced from its evaluation.

Listing 4.6: Optimized SPARQL query encapsulating a single edge request through the binding
rewriting strategy

PREFIX dbpedia: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
CONSTRUCT {<http://dbpedia/bobbyauyeung> dbpedia:birthDate ?date} WHERE {

<http://dbpedia/bobbyauyeung> dbpedia:birthDate ?date
}

Listing 4.7: Optimized SPARQL query encapsulating a single edge request through the binding
rewriting strategy

PREFIX dbpedia: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
CONSTRUCT {

?x dbpedia:birthDate ?date
} WHERE {

?x dbpedia:birthDate ?date
}

Listing 4.8: Optimized SPARQL query encapsulating a single edge request through the binding
rewriting strategy

PREFIX dbpedia: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
CONSTRUCT {

<http://dbpedia/resource/Bobby_Abel> dbpedia:birthDate ?date
} WHERE {

<http://dbpedia/resource/Bobby_Abel> dbpedia:birthDate ?date
}

The experiments presented in section 4.3 will show that the global query evaluation
time is drastically reduced when combining these two query rewriting strategies.

4.2.3.3 Data source selection

In our work, KGRAM is provided with a cache index, dynamically created with SPARQL
ASK queries. This cache mechanism prevents from unnecessary communications. For
each KGRAM EDGE request, this index stores the identified data sources providing candi-
date edges and thus potentially contributing to the result set. By using its index, KGRAM
is able to send remote EDGE requests only to data sources hosting candidates. This strat-

Rewritten sub-query
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Listing 4.3: Full SPARQL query distributed over remote KGRAM endpoints
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}
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?x foaf:name ?name.
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exploit these results to replace the variables by their associated values (already known
through the evaluation of previous edge requests). The following query Q4.6 illustrates
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}

The experiments presented in section 4.3 will show that the global query evaluation
time is drastically reduced when combining these two query rewriting strategies.

4.2.3.3 Data source selection

In our work, KGRAM is provided with a cache index, dynamically created with SPARQL
ASK queries. This cache mechanism prevents from unnecessary communications. For
each KGRAM EDGE request, this index stores the identified data sources providing candi-
date edges and thus potentially contributing to the result set. By using its index, KGRAM
is able to send remote EDGE requests only to data sources hosting candidates. This strat-
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Experiment: large-scale benchmarking (1/2)
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• Objective: performance assessment

• Material and Methods

‣ FedBench from the FedX team (50M triples ; 
7 life-science SPARQL queries)

‣ Grid'5000 Computing Infrastructure

‣ FedX + Fuseki endpoints 

‣ KGRAM-DQP
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Data source Linked Data collection Size (triples)
#1 ChEBI 7.3M
#2 DBpedia sub-set #1 25.3M
#3 DBpedia sub-set #2 18.3M
#4 DrugBank 0.7M
#5 KEGG Drug 1M

Table 8.4: Updated FedBench Life Science data collections (52M triples) fragmented over 5 data sources.

was reserved for the execution of the FedX federation engine, the other 5 nodes were
reserved to expose the 5 data sources through a Fuseki SPARQL endpoint (version 0.2.5).
It has to be noted that due to some incompatibilities, it has not been possible to deploy
FedX with OpenRDF-Sesame SPARQL endpoints (versions 2.6.10 and 2.7.0-beta1) as
described in [Schwarte et al., 2011].

To evaluate KGRAM, we deployed a similar environment as previously described in
experiment 1 through the physical federation. We reserved 6 nodes of the “Suno” Grid’5000
cluster, one of which was dedicated to the KGRAM federation engine, and the 5 remain-
ing nodes exposing the 5 data sources through KGRAM endpoints.

Results and discussion

Due to the update of both the FedBench datasets and queries, it has not been possible,
with the two engines, to obtain results for queries LS3 and LS5.

Table 8.5 reports the evaluation of the FedBench Life-Science queries 1, 2, 4, 6, and
7, with FedX. We first observe that the behavior of FedX is different in a real distributed
infrastructure compared to results observed in a virtual federation setup [Schwarte et al.,
2011]. Especially in the case of LS1 and LS6, the measured evaluation times are longer in
this physical federation. In addition, we observe a noticeable variability in the measured
times: LS6 ended with a timeout (set to 3 minutes) for 4 of the 10 runs, and we measured
for LS2 and LS7 an important standard deviation (respectively 1575 ms and 1671 ms)
compared to the mean evaluation time (respectively 1562 ms and 909 ms).

Table 8.6 reports the consecutive 10 evaluations of the 7 FedBench Life-Science queries
with KGRAM. We observe a noticeable stability in the measured evaluation times. The
observed standard deviation for LS1, LS2, LS4 and LS6 varies from 8 ms to 35 ms when
the mean evaluation time varies from 322 ms to 1318 ms. The longest evaluation (11 s) is
observed for query LS7.

Figure 8.5 compares FedX and KGRAM mean evaluation times for LS1, LS2, LS4, LS6
and LS7. The error bars show ± 1 stdev. We observe comparable times for LS1 which was
not the case in experiment 1. FedX is the fastest for LS4 and LS7. This might be due to
its advanced query plan optimizations (e.g. triple pattern grouping). However, KGRAM
performs better than FedX for LS2 and LS6. We also observe, for FedX, a huge variability
in the measured times for LS2 and LS7 which makes any interpretation difficult. Given

FedBench Life-Science datasets

10.1. FedBench Life Science Queries 211

Listing 10.7: LS7 FedBench query

SELECT $drug $transform $mass WHERE {
{ $drug <http://www4.wiwiss.fu�berlin.de/drugbank/resource/drugbank/affectedOrganism>

’Humans and other mammals’.
$drug <http://www4.wiwiss.fu�berlin.de/drugbank/resource/drugbank/casRegistryNumber> $cas .
$keggDrug <http://bio2rdf.org/ns/bio2rdf#xRef> $cas .

$keggDrug <http://bio2rdf.org/ns/bio2rdf#mass> $mass

FILTER ( $mass > ’5’ )
}
OPTIONAL {$drug <http://www4.wiwiss.fu�berlin.de/drugbank/resource/drugbank/biotransformation>

$transform .}
}

FedBench Life-Science query #7
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‣ Real distributed computing infrastructure

‣ Mean evaluation time over 10 runs
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50% timeout

variabilityvariability

‣ Real distributed computing infrastructure
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Highlights & short-term perspectives

• Highlights
• Transparent federated semantic querying

• No prior knowledge on data source content
• Performances between DARQ / Splendid and FedX
• Expressive approach:  SPARQL 1.1 support (Optional, Negation, 

Property path, aggregates)

• Short-term perspectives
• Coarse-grain DQP (dynamic triple pattern grouping in SERVICE clauses)

• Prototype algorithm, but possibly ineffective (query planing) 
• Relational database mediation 

• Prototype SQL data producer in KGRAM-DQP 

18

[Knowledge]

[Distribution /Dynamicity]

[Scalability]

[Scalability]

[Heterogeneity]
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Contribution 2

Knowledge Production (for e-Science platforms)
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Scientific workflow issues
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1. Editing data-links 
between processes ?

2. Identifying the 
cause of failures or 

atypical results

Knowledge-oriented WF environments 
→ ease workflow design
→ propagate knowledge on results
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• Workflow design issue, close-up: 

• Several natures of treatment or data, not explicit at technical level 
• Only considering nature: ambiguity 

Design issues
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"patient" role

"reference" role

➡ need for Roles to relate data to processing tools !
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• Results exploitation issue, close-up:

Need for non-ambiguous service annotations to 
produce new domain-specific statements

Runtime issues

22
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Issues & Objectives
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Issues:

(i)  How to explicit the semantics of data processing ?

(ii) How to benefit from this knowledge ...
• at experiment design-time ?
• at experiment runtime ?

Objectives:

(i)  ➘ complexity of designing an e-Science experiment (workflow) ;

(ii) ➚ exploitation of results produced during data-intensive experiments. 
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Methods

• Several kinds of knowledge: 
• Technical knowledge (OWL-S, OPM) ;
• Domain knowledge:

1.Nature of data and services ;
2.Role of data from the service point of view. 

• Our contribution: 
1.Domain-specific Role Taxonomy: clarifying bindings between technical 

service descriptions and domain concepts ; 
2.Produce new valuable knowledge through inferences along platform 

exploitation. 

• Supported by the OntoNeuroLOG domain ontology and the OPM 
provenance ontology.

24
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• Domain-specific extension of 
the OPM Role class 

• Roles to disambiguate 
the annotation of service 
parameters.

Neuroimaging Role taxonomy 
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concepts and Role concepts when annotating semantic service parameters by relying on a
domain-specific role taxonomy.

Figure 6.3 illustrates the taxonomy of roles dedicated to the characterization of the
relationships between neuroimaging data and their dedicated processing. Role concepts
are organized following the main classes of neuroimaging processing similarly to the
OntoNeuroLOG dataset processing ontology.

Figure 6.3: A domain-specific role taxonomy characterizing how neuroimaging data can be related to neu-
roimaging processing tools.

This taxonomy illustrates another example of disambiguation in the context of resam-
pling processes. Indeed, the two roles As-affine-transformation and As-transformation-field
precise how a matrix should be interpreted by a resampling process. If we consider two
3 ⇥ 3 matrices, they could share the same nature and representation format. However,
one could be interpreted as a set of parameters for translation, rotation and scaling, in
the context of an affine geometrical transformation, whereas the other one could be inter-
preted as a deformation field in the context of a non-rigid transformation.

Relying on this taxonomy of roles, we are now able to precisely annotate the input and
output parameters of our image registration service considered in the running example
(figure 6.2) with both Natural and Role concepts. Both input images are characterized by
a same Natural concept, T1 weighted magnetic resonance image (T1-MR). T1-MR can be
considered as a Natural concept because it stands on its own and does not characterize
how input data are related with any other entities. On the other hand, service input pa-
rameters can be annotated with two distinct Role concepts to characterize how input data
are related to the registration process. The service input parameter interpreting data as
floating (the moving data, that will finally be realigned) is annotated with role As-floating-
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Leveraging existing ontologies to describe domain-agnostic information (service de-
scription and provenance) as well as domain-specific Nature of data and processing tools,
this chapter focuses on the third level of semantic information to tackle:

• knowledge capture through a clarification of the bindings between service descrip-
tions and domain concepts, using a taxonomy of domain-specific Roles (RQ4).

• knowledge extension through the automated production of new concise domain-
specific statements along e-Science platform usage, i.e. workflow runs (RQ5).

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Our approach is first motivated
through a simple running example in section 6.2, and some background information are
provided in section 6.3 which describes Role modeling and how roles could be consid-
ered in semantic web services and e-science workflow environments. Then, we introduce
a domain-specific Role taxonomy in section 6.4, as an intent to enhance knowledge cap-
ture on neuroimaging processing tools. Based on the resulting disambiguated semantic
annotations for neuroimaging processing tools, we provide a method in section 6.5 ad-
dressing the automated production of new meaningful statements through inferences on
workflow provenance traces. Finally, results and perspectives are discussed in section 6.6.

6.2 Motivating use case

We propose in this chapter a methodology for producing and deducing new concise
meaningful statements. If we consider the result of the registration workflow presented
in Figure 6.1, it would be interesting to associate the atlas used as input in the registra-
tion process to the registered image produced. More generally, our approach address
the propagation of the effect of services (or sub-parts of workflow) to the produced data.
For instance, we would like to automate the generation of a fact saying that “a dataset
can be superimposed with another one”, because in some cases, processing tools might
require that their input data are expressed in the same coordinate system, and thus have
beforehand been registered.

Registration Re-sampling
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Figure 6.2: Linking data and processes through generic and domain-specific relations.

Inference rule example
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• Inference rules to produce semantic annotations

provenance-based
knowledge propagation
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12 Chapter 1. Introduction

VIP Platform

VIP Portal

Simulated data

VIP Execution Service

VIP Data Service

Distributed computing infrastructure

Organ models

Simulation workflows

Figure 1.2: The VIP platform, easing the access to medical image simulators, organ models, and leveraging
the EGI distributed computing infrastructure to handle heavy simulation.

VIP Portal: the portal component provides a user interface with a direct web access
without requiring any software installation on the user workstation. Basically, it
allows end-users to launch medical image simulations by selecting the appropriate
simulator and specifying its parameters based on already launched simulations or
new set of parameters. When launched, simulation tasks can be monitored through
the portal. Due to their computing cost and their complex distribution over the EGI
distributed computing infrastructure, it is important to provide information on the
status of running simulations.

VIP Catalogs: the VIP platform is based on two main catalogs corresponding to the left
and right parts of figure 1.2. The organ model catalog is a semantic repository
which stores, for each model, the set of its source raw files, and a set of semantic
annotations leveraging the VIP simulation ontology. It allows associating a clear
and formal meaning to organ model entities, and performing advanced querying.
Similarly, the simulated data catalog consists in a set of semantic annotations de-
scribing the nature of simulated data (their modality, their physical characteristics,
etc.) based on the VIP ontology, and their provenance, in terms of input organ
models and input parameters.

VIP Execution service: the execution service is based on the MOTEUR data-driven
workflow engine which handles the parallelization and the relocating of computing
tasks. Simulation workflows are executed on the VIP platform and the generated
computing tasks are processed on dedicated computing resources (the EGI euro-
pean grid infrastructure).

VIP Data service: the data service is responsible for achieving the data transfers be-
tween the VIP platform and the EGI storage elements. Simulation processes are
computed on the EGI resources and require having data stored and accessible be-
forehand. At the end of a simulation, end-users want to retrieve their simulated
data, and the data service is responsible for transferring back, on-demand, the re-
sulting data through the portal.

• Objectives:
‣ Inferring meaningful experiment summaries from WF runs & domain 

knowledge 
‣ Coping with provenance as distributed Linked Data

• Material & Methods:
‣ VIP e-Science platform (Moteur WF engine ; OntoVIP ontology)
‣ Service annotations (Roles), OPM provenance, Inference rules
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data, and the data service is responsible for transferring back, on-demand, the re-
sulting data through the portal.

• Objectives:
‣ Inferring meaningful experiment summaries from WF runs & domain 

knowledge 
‣ Coping with provenance as distributed Linked Data

• Material & Methods:
‣ VIP e-Science platform (Moteur WF engine ; OntoVIP ontology)
‣ Service annotations (Roles), OPM provenance, Inference rules
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• Lines 30 to 33 finally join the service description of (?agent2) to the process invo-
cation (?y) through the label associated to the input port (?role), this input port
referring to a geometrical phantom (lines 31 and 32).

To summarize, the elements involved in this experiment are the (i) the Sorteo simula-
tion workflow, (ii) generic fine-grained RDF statements describing data provenance for a
single workflow invocation, (iii) semantic service annotations, describing the main pro-
cessors of the Sorteo workflow by using the VIP ontology, and (iv) an inference rule using
both provenance and service description annotations to produce new meaningful state-
ments thus providing to end-users a “semantic experiment summary” based on classes
and properties of the VIP ontology.

8.4.2 Results and discussion

Semantic experiment summaries The main result of this experiment is a set of new
meaningful statements inferred from the execution of a medical image simulation exper-
iment. These new statements provide a high-level, and concise “semantic experiment
summary”. We consider the experiment summary as a high-level description since it
only involves domain-specific classes and properties defined in the VIP ontology, com-
pared to the generic and technical entities provided by the OPM provenance ontology.
We also consider the experiment summary as concise since only 7 statements might be
produced, compared to the 15 thousand statements produced through the Moteur OPM
provenance plugin.

Simulation workflow 
run

phantom protocol

sinogram

derives-from-model

derives-from-parameter-set

PET-Sinogram
is-a

PET-Simulation

rdf:type

PET-simulation-
compatible-model

rdf:type is-a

Simulation

is-a-result-of-at

Parameter-set

rdf:type

is-a

Simulated-data

Figure 8.11: New inferred meaningful statements (dashed arrows) constituting the semantic experiment
summary.

Inferring VIP experiment summaries (real-life)
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Fine-grained & technical provenance
Coarse-grained & meaningful provenance
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Inferring VIP experiment summaries: material & methods
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• Lines 50 to 56 finally join the service description of (?agent2) to the process invo-
cation (?y) through the label associated to the input port (?role), this input port
referring to a geometrical phantom (lines 51 and 52).

To summarize, the elements involved in this experiment are the (i) the Sorteo simula-
tion workflow, (ii) generic fine-grained RDF statements describing data provenance for a
single workflow invocation, (iii) semantic service annotations, describing the main pro-
cessors of the Sorteo workflow by using the VIP ontology, and (iv) an inference rule using
both provenance and service description annotations to produce new meaningful state-
ments thus providing to end-users a “semantic experiment summary” based on classes
and properties of the VIP ontology.

8.4.2 Results and discussion

Semantic experiment summaries The main result of this experiment is a set of new
meaningful statements inferred from the execution of a medical image simulation exper-
iment. These new statements provide a high-level, and concise “semantic experiment
summary”. We consider the experiment summary as a high-level description since it
only involves domain-specific classes and properties defined in the VIP ontology, com-
pared to the generic and technical entities provided by the OPM provenance ontology.
We also consider the experiment summary as concise since only 7 statements might be
produced, compared to the 15 thousand statements produced through the Moteur OPM
provenance plugin.
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run
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derives-from-parameter-set

PET-Sinogram
is-a

PET-Simulation

rdf:type

PET-simulation-
compatible-model
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Parameter-set
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Figure 8.11: New inferred meaningful statements (dashed arrows) constituting the semantic experiment
summary.
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Listing 10.8: Inference rule based on a Sparql CONSTRUCT query to associate the input phantom to
the produced output sinogram resulting from an invocation of the Sorteo simulation workflow.

1 PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22�rdf�syntax�ns#>

2 PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf�schema#>

3 PREFIX opmo: <http://openprovenance.org/model/opmo#>

4 PREFIX opmv: <http://purl.org/net/opmv/ns#>

5 PREFIX ws: <http://www.irisa.fr/visages/team/farooq/ontologies/web�service�owl�lite.owl#>

6 PREFIX iec: <http://www.irisa.fr/visages/team/farooq/ontologies/iec�owl�lite.owl#>

7
8 PREFIX vip�model: <http://vip.cosinus.anr.fr/vip�model.owl#>

9 PREFIX vip�simulation: <http://vip.cosinus.anr.fr/vip�simulation.owl#>

10 PREFIX vip�simulated�data: <http://vip.cosinus.anr.fr/vip�simulated�data.owl#>

11
12 CONSTRUCT {
13 ?out vip�model:derives�from�model ?inPhantom
14 #...

15 } WHERE {
16 ?agent (iec:refers�to/rdf:type)
17 vip�simulation:image�reconstruction�simulator�component .
18 ?wcb opmo:cause ?agent .
19 ?wcb opmo:effect ?x .
20 ?x rdf:type opmv:Process .
21 ?wgb opmo:cause ?x .
22 ?wgb opmo:effect ?out .
23
24 ?agent2 (iec:refers�to/rdf:type)
25 vip�simulation:parameters�generation�simulator�component .
26 ?wcb2 opmo:cause ?agent2 .
27 ?wcb2 opmo:effect ?y .
28 ?y rdf:type opmv:Process .
29
30 ?used1 opmo:cause ?inPhantom .
31 ?used1 opmo:effect ?y .
32 ?used1 opmo:role/rdfs:label ?techRolePhantom .
33
34 ?agent2 ws:has�input ?inPortPhantom .
35 ?inPortPhantom (iec:refers�to/rdf:type)
36 vip�model:geometrical�phantom�object�model .
37 ?inPortPhantom rdfs:comment ?techRolePhantom .
38
39 ?inPhantom opmo:avalue ?vInPhantom .
40 ?vInPhantom opmo:content ?cInPhantom .
41 #...

42 }

Inference rule:
Inferred meaningful experiment summary:
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Inferring VIP experiment summaries: results

• Semantic experiment summaries : 
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8.4. A real-life medical imaging simulation workflow: semantic mash-up experiment
to infer meaningful experiment summaries 183

full graph composed of 4523 nodes and 15154 edges, figure 8.10 represents a simpli-
fied graph in which some nodes have been removed such as the unique instance of
the OPM Account allowing to retrieve all instances generated in the context of a sin-
gle workflow execution. from this simplified graph we can distinguish two main nodes
http://moteur.processor/sorteo_singles and http://moteur.processor/sorteo_emissions which correspond to ser-
vices with a large number of invocations.

Figure 8.10: A filtered OPM provenance graph with removed rdf:type properties for the main OPM classes
such as Artifact, Used, WasGeneratedBy, etc.

Due to its fine granularity and its size, the OPM model leads to complex graphs in-
volving large amounts of generic and technical elements. Interpreting these OPM graphs
is difficult. To address this issue, we segmented the produced semantic annotations
through two distinct semantic repositories. First, a short-term repository, aiming at tem-
porarily storing OPM statements, as the necessary input data to infer new meaningful
statements. Second, a long-term repository, aiming at permanently storing the new state-
ments resulting from inferences involving domain-specific entities provided by the VIP
ontology.

Distributed provenance data. We propose in this experiment a slightly different setup,
compared to the original VIP platform, in which we consider distributed data sources.
We will compare in the results of this experiment the performance of the inference engine
in both a centralized and a distributed setup.

The first semantic repository corresponds to the service registry, hosting the semantic
service descriptions of the processors involved in the Sorteo simulation workflow. The
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• Lines 30 to 33 finally join the service description of (?agent2) to the process invo-
cation (?y) through the label associated to the input port (?role), this input port
referring to a geometrical phantom (lines 31 and 32).

To summarize, the elements involved in this experiment are the (i) the Sorteo simula-
tion workflow, (ii) generic fine-grained RDF statements describing data provenance for a
single workflow invocation, (iii) semantic service annotations, describing the main pro-
cessors of the Sorteo workflow by using the VIP ontology, and (iv) an inference rule using
both provenance and service description annotations to produce new meaningful state-
ments thus providing to end-users a “semantic experiment summary” based on classes
and properties of the VIP ontology.

8.4.2 Results and discussion

Semantic experiment summaries The main result of this experiment is a set of new
meaningful statements inferred from the execution of a medical image simulation exper-
iment. These new statements provide a high-level, and concise “semantic experiment
summary”. We consider the experiment summary as a high-level description since it
only involves domain-specific classes and properties defined in the VIP ontology, com-
pared to the generic and technical entities provided by the OPM provenance ontology.
We also consider the experiment summary as concise since only 7 statements might be
produced, compared to the 15 thousand statements produced through the Moteur OPM
provenance plugin.
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Figure 8.11: New inferred meaningful statements (dashed arrows) constituting the semantic experiment
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✓ Distributed linked provenance data & inference rules

‣ Grid'5000 infrastructure (3 OPM data sources) + KGRAM-DQP 

✓ Reusable inference rules
✓adapt to simulator component evolutions

- do not adapt to workflow structure evolutions
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8.4. A real-life medical imaging simulation workflow: semantic mash-up experiment
to infer meaningful experiment summaries 189

parseTextProtocol

compileProtocole generateJobs

sorteoEmission
Lmf2RawSino

phantom protocol

sinogram

Lmf2RawSino_v2 Lmf2RawSino_v3

sorteoSingles

subsumedBy subsumedBy

Figure 8.12: Updated Sorteo workflow involving a refined Lmf2RawSino service.

created for each simulation workflow because the expected “semantic experiment sum-
mary” are supposed to differ. But template rules could be proposed to rule designers,
based on the original rule (Listing 8.11). Indeed, since workflow input/outputs are iden-
tified in the same way for all simulation workflows, rule designers could only “tune” the
template rule by informing the adequate nature/role of data and the specific functional-
ity of processes based on the VIP ontology.

Scalability. Since technical fine-grained OPM provenance information is useful at
workflow design-time and workflow debug-time, it is temporarily stored in a short-term
semantic repository. To perform inferences, only the provenance information related to
a single invocation, and the service descriptions are needed. We finally store in a long-
term repository, the few meaningful statements composing the “experiment summary”.
In this experiment, only 7 statements form the experiment summary are inferred when
more than 15 thousand statements are recorded through the Moteur OPM provenance
plugin. As an illustration, Figure 8.13 represents the content of the VIP long-term repos-
itory storing the meaningful experiment summaries. 118 medical image simulations are
summarized with 2656 RDF triples based on the VIP domain ontology. This graphical
representation has to be compared with Figure 8.9 and Figure 8.10 representing the fine-
grained technical provenance information for a single simulation.

The scalability is finally guaranteed by (i) the materialization of very few inferred
statements, and (ii) the periodic removal of fine-grained technical OPM provenance

Inferring VIP experiment summaries: results
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Inferring VIP experiment summaries: results

• 1 week of VIP operation / 18 possible inference rules:

‣ 118 Simulations (15K triples each) → 1.7 M triples
‣ 118 Experiments summaries → 2656 triples
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• Highlights
• Clear delineation between Role and Natural concepts 
• Domain ontology at workflow design-time and run-time
• Scalable annotation of analyzed data through semantic 

experiment summaries
• Reusable inference rules

• Short-term perspectives

• Integration of neuro-imaging roles in a sound domain ontology
• From OPM ontology to PROV-O
• Publishing experiment summaries as Linked Open Data 

 Highlights & short-term perspectives 
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Summary

• Enhance e-Science platforms with Knowledge Engineering (and  
Semantic Web technologies)

‣ Scalable and expressive Knowledge Sharing approach through 
distributed query processing techniques and abstract knowledge graphs

‣ Smart Knowledge Production: "few but meaningful data"

• Deployment into real-life platforms 

‣ 2 softwares: NeuSemStore and KGRAM-DQP
in production in 2 ANR projects : NeuroLOG and VIP
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Future directions 
1.  Towards high performance federated semantic querying:

‣ triple pattern grouping & query planning

‣ "Elastic" SPARQL endpoint for massive knowledge graphs

2.  Towards highly expressive federated semantic querying

‣ FedBench extensions with more expressive queries

‣ Towards distributed reasoning (optimal plan for inferences ? materialization ?)

3.  Towards versatile and reliable knowledge base federations

‣ R2RML-based mediation of SQL databases

‣ generalized provenance, from processed data to the originating data sources (explanation)

4.  Towards reduced information overload in e-Science

• Semantic experiment summaries & (goal-driven) conceptual workflows [Cerezo et al., 2011]

‣ Eased inference rules design by relying on WF goals

‣ Annotated data to help in WF design
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